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HIGH TEMPERA1JRE CHEMICAL ENGINEERING RESEARCH 
IN NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY 

Donald.R. Ola.n.ier, J, Camahort, and A. Pasternak 

Inorganic Materials Resea:rch Division, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
and Department of Nuclear Engineering, 

University of California, Berkeley,·California 

High temperature non-aqueous reprocessing of spent nuclear fuels 

has received considerabl;; attention in recent years, and in some instances 

such processes can co::npe te favorably with the conventional aqueous 

methods. vlhile consi·.ier:tble effort has been d.evoted to the thermo-

dynamics of high temp;;raturc processing, their kinetics have received 

little attention. This i)aper vill report the results of kinetic. 

experiments on typical V)latility and. pyrometallurgical systems. 

The Chlorination of U':::l4 by C:2_ 

'.The purpose of this study was to investigate the diffusional and 

.chenrical rate phenome:1a ;:J..ssoc:Lated with the reaction: 

(1) 

The reaction was carrled. out between gaseous chlorine and. uc14 d.issol ved. 

in the eutectic LiCl-:\Cl mixture (59 mole % LiCl). The eutectic melts 

at 350°C, and the exp,;riJOents were carried out in the range 01, 400-700°C. 

A:t these temperatures th•= hexachloride is volatile, and depending upon 

the conditions of the reaction, may appear either as a gaseous or a 

d.issolved species. Some uc1
5 

was probably produced by the reaction. 

:The analytical technique measured. only the increase in the oxidation -

state of the uranium :i.n nolution, and d.id not differentiate· between 

To aid in inte:rpJ~et:.ng the kinetic data, the solubility of 

cr.J.orine in the pure J~iCJ.-KCl was measured. The amouilt of dissolved. 
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chlorine at 400 and 5C0°C was found to be less than 4 x 10-9 mole/cc-atm. 

Since chlorine is essentially insoluble.in the salt phase and the uc14 

has a negligible vapor pressure reaction· '(1) ·can .take. place pnJ.y at .. the 

gas -liquid. interface, and not in either bulk phase. 

The equilibrium constant of reaction (l). was measured by sparging_Cl2· 

into a 2 w/ o solution of' lJCl1+ in the .f'used salt and measuring the ratio 

of tetravalent to total uranium. The results could be expressed by: 

lnK = 2.65 - 2730/T (2) 

-l· 
where K is the equilibrium. constant in atm. . The reaction is endo-

thermic with a heat of reactior1 of 5.4 kcal/mole and quite reversible. 

Conversion of' u+4 to the hexachloride is incomplete at all temperatures· 

studied; the u++;utot ratio was o.8ooat 400°C and. 0.612 at 600°C. 

Tne reversibility of the. r·eaction is important in analysis of the kinetics. 

The primarJ criterion in selecting a contacting device for the 

kinetic stud.ies was knowl~dge of the byo.rodynamics of the gas and 

liqutd phases. If the veLocity fiel(ls in both phases are known, the 

associated diffusion probLems can be solved.. Diffusional resistance 

can be theoretically extr:J.cted from overall rate measurements to reveal 

any chemical kinetic limitation. 

The device select.~d 'vas the wetted rod. contactor shown in Fig .. 1. 

It vas constructed of qua::-tz to prevent corrosion due to chlorine and 

fused salt at temperature:> as high as 700°C. The apparatus· consists of 

an upper chamber into .i·Thi•~h i;he salt is charged, a loiver che.mber in 

. which the melt is contactc~d with chlorine, and a collector a.t the 

bottom. Tne 3mm diame-;~er central rod is seated in a ground. fit"t::ing 

betl·reen the two chambers. Raising the rod slightly allm·rs the salt to 

flovr smoothly dO\m the rocl. The end of the rod terminates in a 

.... 
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section of a funnel whOSl! stem is 3. 5:m...'11 inner diameter. It was found. 

by trial and error th<Lt a 0. 5mm annulus was sufficient to maintain a 

liquid level at the top of the stem and thus provide a good. seal between 

the chlorine section <md the collecting section. The outlet stem was 

+4 . 
bathed in HCl gas to l're'rent oxidation of the U by contact 1-lith air. 

Theoretical anal;)rsin showed that the gas ·phase mass transfer around 

the moving liquid sho\ud be rapid compared. to diffusion in the liquid.
1 

This vras subsequently veJ'ified by experiment. 

The theory of liquid phase mass transfer on the vetted rod is 

identical' to that for tlw cornmon wetted. >-rall column. 
2 

For the case of 

a constant concentrat·ion at the interface, the average outlet concentra-

tion is related to the fJ.m-r rate by: 

c - ci 
C-l<· == C - C 

0 i 
(3) 

vrhere C, Ci and C
0 

arE! the average outlet, interface ·and initial con-

centrations respectively. g~ is the acceleration of gravity, Q the 

liquid d.iffusivity, ]: thE length of the rod, a its radius, ..X. the kinematic 

ViSCOSity Of the liquid E.nd 9_ the flOW rate. 

The applicability oj' Eq.(3) to single mass transfer in film flow 

down a wetted rod was teEted. by desorbing co
2 

from water. The results 

are shown in Fig. 2 and compared to Eq. (3). The 10% discrepancy in .. 
the slope of the theoretjcal and. experimental lines is probably due to 

the stagnant region of' tl::.e film near the bottom; an effect vhich has 

been noted previously in ,,·ettecl i-lall columns. 

Equation (3) can be applied to an interfacial condttion d.etermined 

by reaction (1) if: (l) the diffusivities of u+4 and u+6 are equal; 

(2) the product uc16 reme ins in the liqui9- phase, and (3) the reac.tion 
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is assumed to be in chemj.cal equilibrium at the interface.-¥.· Assumptions 

(1) and. (2) are sufficient to insure that the total uranium concentration 

is every•·rhere equal tCl ii.s initial value; the u+4 
concentration at the 

interface can then be con:puted from the equilibriwn constant. of Eq. (1) .. 

Since gas flov resist:::.ncE is negli.gible, the partial pressure o:f Cl2 

at the interface is eg.ua] to its known bulk value. 

A 2 vrj o solution of UClL~ in the fused. salt rras added to the upper 

chamber o:f the contact or a.ncl purified by sparging with Zn hydrous HCl 

gas. T'.ae rod was raised slightly and the melt :flovred dovn the rod 

into a chlorine atmosphere in the lo-vrer chamber. Flow rates during the 

run varied from 12 ccjmin to 3 ccjmin. Over the 5 minute duration of the 

run, 5 samples vrere collected in 1 cc cups, which also served as a means 

of measuring the flow· rat2. Experiments were conducted at temperatures 

between 400 to 700°C, UCl+ concentrations of 1, 2, and 3 i:rjo, and. 

chlorinepartial pressures from 0.25 to 1 atm. 

Ty?ical data obtaine i are shown in Fig. 3, in which C* is plotted 
I 2/ 'J against 1/Q ..) e.s sugg.~st:'!d by Eq. (3). It is seen that the extent o:f 

reaction is independent of the uc14 concentration, which demonstrates 

th .... th 11 · ~ · .... d · u+4 
a~ · e overa proce3s LS !lrs~ or er ln . T'ne effect of chlorine 

partial pressure cou.ld. be satisfactori.ly accounted. for by the chlorine 

pressure dependence of tht~ equilibrium of reaction (1). No effect was 

noted when the diluent ga;; at a partial pressure of 0. 5 atm was cha...'1ged 

from argon to helium. T.a:·.s substantiates the pred.iction of negligible 

gas phase resistance, -vrhi<:h, if it had been significant, ivOuld have 

changed by .,... 70% as the gas phase d.iffusi vi ty changed by a factor of three. 

* The diffusion problE!ill <:an be solved. for the more general case of a 
slmr reversible. first orckr reaction at the interface. See Ref. 1: 

... 
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No volatilizatio.n of uranium was noted in any of the rate 

experiments, although so;ne uranium loss was observed in the equilibrittm. 

e:>..-periments after long s)argings. 

Equation (3) permit:> the data to be compared directly to theoretical 

predictions. In Table 1 the slopes of plots such as the one in Fig. 3 

are compared to the coef::icients of l/Q2/3 of'Eq. (3). The agreement 

is satisfactory in the tcw.:perature range 400-500°C, but at higher 

temperatures the exper:LmE:ntal values are considerably smaller tnan theory. 

This discrepancy cannot 1·e attributed to a slow chemical step at the 

interface, since chemical rate limitations usually grow smaller rather 

than larger as the ten::pe:rature is increased .. 

One possible explan<::tion is that the diffusi vi ty of u+
6 

is 

. +4 
considerably smaller thar that of U • This would cause an accumulation 

of total uranium at tbe interface, ancl to maintina the equilibrium rate 

of u+
4
;utot' the u+~- concentration wm.J.ld have to increase. The driving 

+4 force for U transfer iWuld. be correspondingly reduced., and the 

overall conversion decreased .. 

Another possible source of the deviation is a systematic experimental 

error in the sa!T'.pling pro :::edurc::. The sa..."D.ples were collected in an 

atmosphere of pure· HCl ga.3 in order to prevent contact of the salt with 

oxygen. In the course of drop formation in the collection zone, the 
>:~ 

abrupt removal of the <:!hl,)rine pressu:re may have caused reaction (l) 

+6 to reverse, thereby rec::on·rerting some of the U formed in the reaction 

+I.!. 
zone to U ·. ·An analogou:> effect ·Has observed in studies of co

2 

absorption in water conducted. j_n the sa..."D.e· apparatus. In the latter 

case, the pro ~lem was t;ol ved. by sampling the liquid with a hypodermic 

syringe before contact with the atmosphere~ Unfortunately, this sa..."Tlpling 
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TAB~ I.e Comparison of Experimental and. Theoretical Slopes. 
Data for Pure C~--Ini tial Ura:r..ium Concentrat1.on 
of 2 "<r/ o. 

.. 
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technique cannot be applied to a fused salt because of its high melting 

point (350°C) and corrosive nature. 

Liquid-Metal Extraction 

The purpose of this work is to study the.Rinetics of single drop 

extraction of a solute m~tal between two essentially immiscible liquid 

metal solvents. Interest in this problem is a result of the possible 

use of the pyrometallu.rgical process of this tY}le for reprocessing 

spent reactor fuels. 

There has been a st=ady accumulation of partitioning data for a 

variety of liquid met.;l.l :>ystems: especially those involving uranium and 

tY]?ical fission product :netals. The system which .has been chosen for 

this study involves m.:tgn=sium and the uranium;..chromiu.rn. eutectic (5 w/ o Cr) 

as the immiscible solvents, and lanthanum and barium as the solutes. 

Distribution data are av.:J..ilable for this system. 

The use of the uran Lum-chromium eutectic (IvlP == 860°C) instead of 

pure urani1,un (MP = 1130°<~) allm-rs the experiments to be conducted at 

temperatures considerabl:r below the melting point of uranium. This 

greatly simplifies th~ e:cperimental design: since the melting point of 

uranium is close to the ·)oiling point of magnesium and the system would 

require pressurization f,)r operation at ll30°C . 

... 
Experimental Procedur<~ 

The extraction colw.an consists of a graphite crucible 80 em long 

and 1. 4 3 em irL.'1er diamet<~r vrhich is closed. at the bottom by a machined 

graphite screw :plug (Gee Fig. 4). The column is inserted in a stainless 

steel sheath which is fi·:~tecl vi th an inert gas flush line at the bottom. 

At the temperature of th<~ experiments (1000°C) the partial pressure of 
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·. 
:tv'Jg is nearly 1/3 atm, ani a graphite reflux colum..'1 placed above the 

column condenses and :ret··J.rns vaporizing Mg. The entire assembly is 

placed in a L 5 m lon1; r•:siGtance furnace with 4 individually controlled 

heating units. 

Argon fed. into th<: bottom of the steel sheath passes over niobium 

wire to remove traces of ox;ygen and. water vapor·. The gas then flows 

up the annular space betueen the sheath and the extraction column: 

entering the top of the (!Xtraction column by men.ns of grooves in the 

graphite (dashed line~; in F:i.g. 1), and then ris<:s up the center of the 

reflux colu.rnn. This . ~meE!p gas prevents oxygen from contacting the 

molten metals. By red.uc:;.ng the flow rate ur,til no MgO smoke can be seen 

leaving the top of the c<>lurnn, JlfJg vaporizat:'.on losses are maintained at 

acceptable levels. 

The . continuous ph~.se was formed by IT':!l ting a rod of Mg ·metal in 

the .extraction column. ~'he fj_ssion products were extracted from single 

drops (- 3 mm dia.'Tleter) c·f U-Cr eutectic. ?ellets of U-Cr were cut from 

a large ingot w:td.er a:r·gor., which kept the E:.rrfaces bright. The pellets 

were sealed in argon-filled quartz capsule:; during reactor irradiation. 

Fission products were erE ate d. in the uranj_t,~n phase by irradiation for 

12 2 . 
2 days at a flux of 10 · E) em -sec. A small 1,::->le was drilled in the 

solid. U-Cr pellet and thE pellets attached. to a fine tungsten wire. 

T'ne pellet was then lcwer ed into the colu..."lln to a ?oint just lli"ld.er the 

surface of the molten rn.agnesium. 1/Tithin -5 sec, the pellet melted off 

the wire and dropped to the bottom of the column. The furnace was shut 

off as soon as the drop bad fallen in order to free:.e the uranium 

peLlet as g_uicl"..ly as possible. To prevent addi tiom.l extraction while 

the molten U-Cr lay at bottom. of the column, an i11ner graphite cu~ 

. ' 
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contianing a 3 em depth r)f mol ten barium chloride (MP 960° C) was placed. 

on top of the scre-vr plug. The uranium drop fell into the salt phase, 

and the presence of the :3alt-Mg interface prevented the large end effects 

which were observed when the pellet remained in contact with !ifJg during 

the cooling period. 

Pellet sizes rang<~d from 2 to 4 mm in diameter. Pellets smaller 

than 2 mm appeared to st:~ike the colunm walls instead of falling 

straight through the roagnesiw'U. Pellets larger than 4.2 mm broke up, 

either upon melting· off ··;he wire or due to unstable oscillation during 

fall. 

Drag Coefficients 

Droplet velocitie:; were measured. by placing three collimated. 

scintillation detectors at 20 em intervals along the column. Each 

detector output -vias fed. ·i;o a high speed rate meter and then to a high 

speed recorder. The tot<cl gamma activity of the irradiated pellets 

was enough to produce a Ileasm·able response in each detector in the 

~ 10 millisec the pelJ_et spent in front of the collimator.. A typical 

output of the recorder i1: shmm in Fig. 5. T.'1e d.istance between the 

blips could be converted to a time interval by means of the timing 
_.., 

lines automatically inscJ'ibed. on the reco'rd.ing strip. The time of 

passage permitted the av'E:rage drop velocity between the top and middle 

and the mid.dle. and bottom detection points to be measured. The measured. 

velocities were between 60 and 70 em/sec, essentially independent of 

pellet size. The velocii.y in the upper part of the column -vras -15% 

lmver than that· in the bc·ttom section. The latter was taken to be the 

terminal velocity. Hhen' drop split-up occurred, multiple blips on the 

recorder· outputs -vrere obrerved.. These data were rejected .• 
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. 4 
-·Comparison of the\ data 1-rith the correlation of Hu and Kintner 

developed for low tem}>erature aqueous-organic systems is shown on Fig. 6. 

Here CD is the drag coe:fj;'ic:i.ent, We the Weber number, Re the Reynolds 

3 2 1+' 
number and P = cr. p /H.t l.p. (cr. = interfacial tension, p and J.l.' = density 

1. . . 1. 

and viscosity of cont:i.nuous phase.) This comparison is of interest 

because it extends the enpirical correlation far beyond the range of 

some of the parameters ii tvol ved: The density difference is quite large: 

16.5 gmsf cc for uranium c:ompared to 1. 5 gm/ cc for magnesium. The 

interfacial tension for the U-l'ig system has· not been measured, but the 

surface tension of the tvro elements in the liquid state are known. 
5 

Using Antonor's rule (cri ·= crU - crlfJ.g), the interfacial tension is 1060 
6 . . 

dynes/ em using the rule proposed by Girifalco and Good ( cri = cru + cr Mg 

-2J crUcrM ) a value of 31E; dynes/ em is computed. Hi th the larger inter-
. .Jg 

facial tension, the tennj nal velocities are -15% greater than predicted. 

by the Hu and Kintner col-relation. The discrepancy is 30% when the lower 
' 

value of the interfactal tension is employed.. The point in Fig. 6 which 

exhibits an abnormall;y lc·w value of the abscissa represents a very small 

pellet ("" 2 mm) vrhich prc•bably collid.ed with the column 1-rall during fall. 

Solute Extraction 

The choice of La.140 as one of the solutes was determined by the 

fact that the 1. 6 MeV phl!·ton characteristic of this nuclide dominates 

the high-energy end oi' tJ,.e gamma spectrum of irradiated. u
235 after 

several days of cooling. A spectrum. of a typical irradiated u-cr pellet 

is obtained with a 400 cf.annel analyzer and. is shovm in Fig. 7. The 

140 
easily measurable area. ur.der the La photopeak is proportional to 

the 6-'TI.Ount Of the specie~; in the sample~- Before an extraction 

. experiment; the activ:i.ty 'of La
140 

in the irradiated pellet vras. measured. 
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After the extraction run had. been completed, the magnesium ingot was 

pressed out of the graphite crucible, and the bottom Ba.Cl2 phase 

containing the pellet broken off, The La140 activity of the pellet in 

the salt phase and of the extracted solute in the magnesium ingot was 

measured immediately. 
. 140 ' 

Since 90% of the ~~ activity remained in the 

pellet, it proved more accurate to measure the-fraction extracted by 

comparing the activity of the magnesium ingot to the initial pellet 

activity. 

The overall mass transfer coefficient was calculated from the 

fraction extracted and th3 measured fall velocities and pellet size: 

[ A J 6 L f = l - exp - K(V) t ~ d K v . ( 4) 

f is the fraction extr.s.ct·=d, K the overall mass transfer coefficient 

based upon the U-Cr ph:3.se, A/V = 6/d is the surface-to-volume ratio of 

the pellet ( d = pellet di::uneter), t = L/'v is the contact time (L = column 

·length= 59 em, v = fall velocity). 

Since the acti vi t;r o e 40 hr La140 is in part controlled by the 

~0 . 
·presence of its 12.6 drw )recursor, Ba , measurement of the rate of 

' . 

decay of the La140 activiC-y after the experiment permitsthe fraction 

of :sa.140 
extracted to be Jn.easured as well. 

~ ~ 

The experiments were conducted after'at least five days following 
.. 

removal of the pellet :froJO. the reactor. This interval is sufficient 

to pe:nn.i t secular eg_ui:Lib:-~ium 1)etween Ba1J.~o and ta140 to be established, 

(i.e. parent and daughter have equal activities), and the decay of the 

La
140 

activity in the :Lrr<·~d.iated pellet foilows the decay lai-r for :sa.140, 

(aLa a exp(-~t). If in:the extraction process, lanthanum and barium 

1-rere extracted in equal proportions (sam.e fraction extracted), then the 
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d'ecay O·.L-"' La140 -ln th ; · · t h uld. f 11 the· nn
140 

.... e ma:5ne:31.um 1.ngo s o ·o m.:r sa.."TT.e Lao 

decay law. If, howev·=r,\ the fraction of the La extracted is greater tha..'1 
I 

that of Ea., the 

the limit of no 

decay of: the La
140 

activity should be more rapid (in 

140 
Ba extracted, aLa would decay as exp (- \at). 

By considering the radioactive decay equations for the two-member 

chain, i.t can be shown that the time dependence of the ta.140 
activity 

in the lf~ ingot after extraction and the ratio of the ta
140 

and Ba
140 

fractions extracted a:re .related. by: 

ao 
La 

·where 

->-..Bat 
e ---+ :F .. 

f : 

F 
Lt = r- = 
Bt 

l<La, 
KBa 

(5) 

(6) 

aLa/ aLa is the ratio of ·the 1a
140 

activity at the time t after extraction 

to that immed.iately foll•)vring extraction. According to Eq. (5 ), a :plot 
A.Ba t - ((;. La -A. Ba )t 1 

of ( atJ aLa )e . vs e should be a straight line whose 

intercept is 1/F. A plo·c. of this type is shown in Fig. 8,. in which 

the fraction o.f Ba
140 

ext.racted 1.:ras onJ...y 25% of the fraction of ta140 

extracted .. 

Each experiment, th<~n, yields three pieces of information: the 

velocity of fall, the· fr:tction of lanthanum extracted, . and the ratio 
.. 

of lanthanum to barium e:<tracted.. If the d.iffusivities of La and Ba 

in both phases are assum!_;d equal, these data permit computation of 

both internal a.nd. extern:].l mass transfer coef:(icients, i-rhich are 

related. to the overall chefficient by: 

l 
1' ~L 1 

= + rnk. K .k. (7) 
[~ e 
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··In Eq.(7), k. and k are': the internal and external mass transfer 
~ e 

coefficients and m is th-= distribution coefficient (V~g to U-Cr). 

The measi.lrements at: Am2s3 show m.. ,:::; 500 (assumed equal to that of : .~..a 

cerium) and~,:::; 5. Co:nbining Eqs. (4), (l;}), and (7) yields: 

ki 1 
k = (F-1)(-) -

e . mBa 

-1 
L) 
~ 

(8) 

(9) 

In Table 2, experim:mtal values are compared with theoretical or 

empirical correlations d2velo:ped for aqueous-organic systems. The 

internal mass transfer C:)efficients fall betvreen those predicted -by the 

the Handles and Ba.ronT m::Jdel and those based upon the Hadamard velocity 

8 
profile in the drop. T1.e external coefficients are much lower than the 

values pred.icted by the Griffith and Higbie correlation. 9' 10 
The 

abnormally large external r0sistance, in ad.clition to the considerable 

scatter in the data, sug5ests the presence of an irreproducible inter-

facial resistance. Such a resistance is most probably due to an oxide. 

coat on the pellet, which is extremely d.ifficult to remove from a metal 

as reactive as uranium .. Despite the precautions to prevent contact of 

the pellet with oxygen, 3. s:Light darkening of the pellet surface was 

observed on the irradiat2d. pellets. To assess this possible source 

of error, the freshly cut pellets are currently being coated. '"ith 

molten Mg prior to irradLation in the hopes of eliminating the source 

of oxygen contamination :bY sealing the pellets as soon as possible. 

It should. be noted th3.t ;~ven though uo
2 

is thermodynamically reduced 

by V.tg, there is no assur:1nce that the product MgO is swept free of the 
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; 
interface during the d:ro::? fall or that the reaction is completed in a 

time small to the resLdehce t'.i.me in the column. The only satisfactory 

' approach is to .minimize ·~he extent of surface oxidation initially. 

' ... ' 

.•: .. 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 






